
 
 

 

 

 

 

Organiser’s Comments (Sheila Hills) 

I trust you all enjoyed yourselves on such a beautiful evening and on the courses that 

Peter planned despite the horrible amount of brashings. There were some very 

appreciative comments on his courses as well as the comment about a pit out of place. 

This was not the planner’s fault but the mapper’s! 

I was particularly grateful for everybody’s help since I had very little voice due to having 

Laryngitis. Especial thanks go to Jill and Barry Barnes who came extra early to start 

putting up the club tent and to those who took it down later. I wouldn’t know where to 

start! 

Our thanks go to Forest Enterprise for the use of the wood and to Dr Robin Creed for the 

use of his field for parking. 

Planner’s Comments (Peter Hills) 

A long dry spell and perfect weather made for ideal orienteering conditions. What a pity 

that the Forestry Commission’s contractors have turned what should be an open runnable 

wood into an obstacle course! Luckily, the bracken had not grown too high, so you could 

at least see the brashings. However, you seemed to enjoy yourselves, and most of the 

feedback I received was favourable. 

 

Apologies for that pit which seems to have been mapped a bit higher up the hill than it 

should have been. I confess that when taping the sites, I approached from the top and 

simply ran down the earthbank until I found it. I did not take careful measurements to 

check that each control site was in the mapped position, assuming the mapper had got 

that right. I would note that this is not the only questionable piece of mapping in 

Pettypool, and suspect that a complete re-survey is called for. 

 

My thanks to all who helped, particularly my controller Jon Hateley and Richard Hill and 

Claire Crocker who assisted in control collection in the failing light. My thanks also to 

Sheila for organising. 
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Controller’s Comments (John Hateley) 

CONTROLLER’S COMMENTS 

Sorry about all the brashings.  With wildfires raging throughout the UK, there must have 

been a few of you who were tempted to torch Pettypool’s undergrowth too!  It was very 

difficult for Peter to plan the longer courses in such a small area and with so much grot 

underfoot, but I think he did a pretty good job.   

There didn’t seem to be any really contentious issues, although I did have some grumbles 

from a Jackson and a Smithard about the pit at the northern edge.  I was going to dismiss 

them as the embittered mutterings of a couple of club ‘has-beens’ ... but then a much 

more authoritative source added her strident voice to the debate.  So - yes Hannah - I 

concede there is a possibility the pit was lower down the slope than marked on the map.  

Now shut up and go to bed. 

Thank you everybody for finishing on time, and to Clare Crocker and Richard Hill for 

helping collect the controls in ... mostly by echo-location at the end. 

Jon Hateley 

 


